
let's consider n 7 There at least 4 majority
I

3 initial tests most 3 non

majority

4

I None of 3 pairs glow

Then there are at least 3 non majority

spheres one in each pair Then must

be majority 3t

2 Exactly one pair glows let's say that

glows while other 2 pairs do not

glow There must be least 2

non majority in Since

there are most 3 non majority it



must be the case that and are

majority 3

3 Exactly two pairs glow let's say

and glow while other pair

does not Since there are at most

3 non majority at least one pair

of the glowing spheres
must consist

of majority color we need another

test

a If this pair glows then
all of

are all sane color and

hence majority

b If this pair does not slow
then

we know that have a diff

color than Since there are

at most 3 non Maj we know

exactly one of the pairs



or consists of majority and

the other consists of non majority

Since did not glow at least

one of them is non Maj So

we know there are at least 3

non Maj Thus it must be the

case that is Maj

4t

4 All 3 pairs glow
Since there at

most 3 non maj we know at

least 2 of these pairs consists of

majority color we need another test

a If this pair glows
then all of

have sane color and

hence all are majority



b If this pair does not glow then

we know that and are

different colors This implies tent

there are at least 2 non Maj among

the 7 spheres
But since glowed

it must be the case that and

are majority

4

It would seem that we need at most

4 tests


